Predicting crystal structures of organic compounds
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Currently, organic crystal structure prediction (CSP) methods are based on searching for the most thermodynamically stable crystal structure, making various approximations in evaluating the crystal energy. The most stable (global minimum) structure provides a prediction of an experimental crystal structure. However, depending on the specific molecule, there may be other structures which are very close in energy. In this case, the other structures on the crystal energy landscape may be polymorphs, components of static or dynamic disorder in observed structures, or there may be no route to nucleating and growing these structures. A major reason for performing CSP studies is as a complement to solid form screening to see which alternative packings to the known polymorphs are thermodynamically feasible.

1. Introduction to current computational “Crystal Structure Prediction” methods

Crystal Structure Prediction (CSP) programs\(^1\) were designed to find the crystal structure of an organic molecule, starting from the chemical diagram. They are based on the assumption that the crystal structure will be the thermodynamically most stable of all possible structures. However, polymorphism,\(^2,3\) the observation of different crystal structures containing only the same molecules, immediately shows that some crystal structures are not the thermodynamically most stable. Although some polymorphs are enantiotropically related (i.e. the stability order changes with temperature), there are many monotropically related polymorphs where one or more polymorphs are metastable at all temperatures. Molecules often crystallise first in a metastable polymorph,\(^4,5\) which may appear to be stable because of difficulty in transforming to the more stable form. The phenomena of “late appearing” and “disappearing” polymorphs are probably linked to changes in crystallisation conditions, such as new impurities, triggering the first nucleation of a new solid form and then the effect of seeds of this form on subsequent crystallisations.\(^3\) Thus CSP studies are practically useful for determining the range of thermodynamically favoured crystal packings independent of the kinetics of crystallisation which can depend on a wide range of controllable and less easily controlled crystallisation conditions.

Since polymorphs differ in their physical properties, the consistent production of the same polymorph is essential for all molecular crystalline products. This is particularly important for the pharmaceutical industry, as a change in polymorph can change the solubility and dissolution rate. A knowledge of the solid-state structural landscape of a molecule\(^5\) and the interdependence of the structure, properties, processing and performance of a drug (the pharmaceutical materials science tetrahedron)\(^6\) is essential for choosing the solid state form with
the optimal compromises of physical properties, and to exclude the crystallisation of unwanted forms in industrial manufacture. Considerable expertise has been built up within the pharmaceutical industry in the multi-disciplinary searching and characterising of organic solids, with CSP studies emerging as a complementary tool.

Research into polymorphism is changing the view of the complexity of the organic solid state. Although there are only crystal structures of polymorphs for about 5% of the molecules in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD), this reflects one of the primary uses of crystallography to confirm molecular structure and the difficulty of growing single crystals suitable for X-ray analysis rather than the incidence of polymorphism. A survey from one of the polymorph screening companies of 245 molecules that they had screened, reported that 50% showed polymorphism and 90% had multiple crystalline and non-crystalline solid forms. (The term form is wider than polymorph, as it also includes solvates etc.) Correspondingly, the use of CSP methods has developed into calculating and interpreting the crystal energy landscape of a molecule, the set of crystal structures which are sufficiently low in energy, to be thermodynamically feasible polymorphs.

The crystal energy landscape rarely contains only one crystal structure, i.e. it is relatively rare for a molecule to have one way of packing with itself that is significantly more favourable, than any other. The fields of crystal engineering and self-assembly are dominated by multicomponent systems because of the scarcity of molecules that can close pack with strong intermolecular interactions defining a unique packing in all three dimensions. Hence, the main use of CSP studies is to find the range of different packings that are thermodynamically plausible crystal structures. The most stable should be an observed crystal structure. In the cases when there is one structure that is significantly more stable than any others, for example, isocaffeine which has an unusually large energy gap of about 6 kJ mol$^{-1}$ (see Fig. 1), then polymorphs are very unlikely. The more common case, such as the isomer caffeine (Fig. 1), where there are structures that are thermodynamically competitive requires qualitative interpretation of the crystal energy landscape. How are these structures related? How does the relationship between the structures limit the possibilities of the structures nucleating and growing under different conditions? Thus, CSP studies aid thinking about what alternative outcomes there may be for crystallisation processes. As such they are a complement to experimental screening aimed at finding all solid forms, where it is clear from the huge developments in this area that it is impossible to cover all the range of experimental conditions that have led to the discovery of new polymorphs.

2. CSP methodology – state of validation and key considerations

Crystal structure prediction (CSP) methods have been subjected to the severest form of review by the Blind Tests of Crystal
Structure Prediction organised by the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre. They organise the collection of unpublished crystal structures, and send out a set of chemical diagrams to those developing CSP methods, with the challenge to submit three predictions of the crystal structure by a given deadline. The account of the fifth and most recent blind test in 2010 is a source of detailed references as to the various approaches used, with the previous tests showing the evolution of methods since 1999. Fig. 2 shows the molecular systems considered in the latest test, where most target crystal structures were the first determination of a crystal structure containing just the given molecule(s), allowing the working assumption that participants were seeking to predict the thermodynamically most stable structure, although some molecules in previous tests have been found to be polymorphic. Polymorph prediction was tested by the challenge to predict polymorphs III and IV of gallic acid monohydrate. Its computed crystal energy landscape helped correct the interpretation of the diffraction data of polymorph III and instigated experimental work which produced a further polymorph (V) of the monohydrate, as well as new structures for the anhydrate and over 20 solvates. The 2010 test showed that no method is currently able to reliably predict the crystal structures of this range of organic molecules (Fig. 2). Indeed, an important lesson from the blind tests is that some organic crystal structures are fairly easy to predict, whereas others, such as caffeine (Section 4.2) may never be possible. It depends on the specific molecule and whether it has one good way of packing with itself, or many almost equi-energetic, equally bad compromises – a situation that seems likely to be linked with difficulty in nucleating and growing sufficient quality samples for crystallographic structure determination.

The methodology of CSP studies is evolving fast, and so for details of the range of methods used by the groups that accepted the challenge see references within, and check citations of this paper for new methods. This article will concentrate on the basic considerations for a CSP study, done in conjunction with experimental work, that are in common with the methods that have been most successful in the blind tests. These methods, in principle, can be developed to not rely on the availability of experimental data, which is important for the molecular design of new organic materials such as energetics.

However the interpretation of the output of a CSP study in terms of its implications for crystallisation control often needs to build on the increasing experience of using CSP studies as a complement to interdisciplinary experimental work.

2.1 Molecular bonding

A CSP method will generate crystal structures based on an assumed molecular structure, and for multi-component systems an assumed stoichiometry. It is possible that none of these may actually exist. The molecule may crystallise in a different tautomer: the thermodynamically most stable structure of barbituric acid was only recently discovered in the enol form, whereas the previously known polymorphs contain the keto form. A solvate or cocrystal may not form, or crystallise with a different stoichiometry. It is essential to assume the covalent bonding in the initial stage; a completely free search for a given number of nuclei and electrons would also generate crystal structures of other isomers and decomposition products. Full unconstrained optimisation of the crystal structures at the final stage could allow some changes in covalent bonding, but this cannot be relied upon. Many of the CSP low energy structures of simple pyridine carboxylic acid cocrystals are sufficiently different from those of the corresponding pyridinium carboxylate salts, that computational proton migration in the solids would not occur, although in other cases the structures are so similar that the proton is observed to be disordered in the diffraction experiment (Fig. 3).

With the molecular bonding chosen, we can define our crystal energy as relative to infinitely separated molecules in their lowest energy conformation. By ignoring molecular vibrations (even the zero-point motions) and so considering a perfect infinite static lattice compared with the infinitely separated molecules (all nominally at a temperature of 0 K), we can approximate our crystal energy as the lattice energy $E_{\text{latt}}$. The effect of pressure can be added, but the differences in density between polymorphs are usually so small that this term is generally neglected unless the experimental work is done with applied pressure.

The lattice energy, $E_{\text{latt}}$, can be conceptually broken up into two components, the intermolecular interactions between the molecules, $U_{\text{inter}}$, and the change in the molecular energy between the crystal and gas, $\Delta E_{\text{intra}}$, so that

$$E_{\text{latt}} = U_{\text{inter}} + \Delta E_{\text{intra}}$$

Fig. 3 Proton positions are very important in crystal energy calculations but diffraction data does not always position them correctly, and X-ray data produces short covalent bonds to hydrogen. The distinction between salt and cocrystal may only have minor changes in the shape of the dimer, as in the common motif illustrated, but this can have a significant effect on the low energy structures and their relative energies.
Many CSP methods are based on making this division, and indeed the development of CSP methods started with molecules whose rigidity meant that the second term could be ignored.

2.2 Molecular structure and conformational flexibility

A molecule generally adopts a low energy conformation within its crystal structures; i.e. $\Delta E_{\text{intra}}$, the conformational energy penalty paid for changing the molecular conformation to improve the hydrogen bonding or close packing is generally quite small. The main exception is when a molecule in isolation has an internal hydrogen bond, but can adopt a more stable crystal structure by changing conformation to make an intermolecular hydrogen bond. An analysis of the range of conformations to be considered and how their relative energies are to be assessed is a critical part of the CSP process for larger, flexible molecules.\(^1\)

Small adjustments in conformation, such as changes in torsion angles by a few degrees, rotation of a methyl group or amine pyramidalisation, can change the lattice energy significantly. (Indeed, an investigation of how much lattice energies change if the molecular structure is held rigid at the conformation determined by crystallography at different temperatures, or worse still, if the proton positions are not corrected for the systematic error in X-ray structures that shortens bond lengths to hydrogen, can be very instructive. The use of calculations to confirm or correct the proton positions, which cannot be accurately located from the diffraction data is increasing.)

These minor types of conformational change can be taken care of at the final stage of structure optimisation in a CSP study. However, even for a rigid molecule, the use of the molecular structure taken from the crystal can bias the search towards the observed packing, so the input conformation has to have the isolated molecule geometry and symmetry, and is usually derived by an ab initio optimisation of the isolated molecule.

Larger differences in conformation, such that the close packings of the molecular van der Waals surfaces would be qualitatively different, have to be covered in the search. Although the molecular conformations observed in crystal structures are generally low in energy, how close this is to a local or global minimum energy conformation\(^2\) for the isolated molecule depends on flatness of the torsional potentials. If each conformation is in a deep energy well, then separate searches may be performed for each conformer. However, if there is a low energy barrier between conformers that give rise to a very different overall shape, then this flexibility needs to be included in the search from the earliest stages.

It is challenging to evaluate a reliable conformational energy surface for larger molecules, even in isolation, as the intra-molecular dispersion plays an important role and this is not well captured by ab initio methods. For example, routine self-consistent-field (SCF) calculations give a broad minimum in the conformational profile for phenyl rotation in fenamic acids (2-phenylamino)-benzoic acids) in the region which corresponds to a low population of experimental structures\(^2\) and to a local maximum ($\sim 5$ kJ mol$^{-1}$) for higher quality ab initio methods that include electron correlation. Searches where the conformational energy term favours the wrong conformations will generate structures that are too unrealistic to be useful as starting points for refinement with more expensive methods. This can be a problem with many force-fields that are used in biological modelling. Hence the GRACE program uses many periodic dispersion corrected density functional calculations to parameterise a molecule-specific force-field for use in its search,\(^2\) and CrystalPredictor uses an interpolated grid of isolated molecule $ab$ initio intramolecular energies.\(^2\)

Surveys of the conformations of related molecular fragments within their crystal structures are generally good guides to conformational preferences in other phases, and hence a useful cross-check that the appropriate range of conformations could be generated in the CSP study. Once the crystal energy landscape has been calculated, a comparison of the conformations within the crystal structures will reveal which subset of the range of conformations can pack densely with favourable intermolecular interactions. For example, for olanzapine, there are two low energy conformational wells, but one conformation does not produce plausible crystal structures (Fig. 4).\(^4\) In contrast, GSK269984B has very different gross as well as hydrogen bonding conformations on its crystal energy landscape, raising the question as to why the conformation is the same (apart from the hydrogen bonding proton), within all the experimental crystal structures.\(^\text{19}\)

2.3 Extent of search

A CSP study also requires decisions on the extent of crystallographic space that needs to be covered for all the conformations. A critical parameter is the number of independent molecules in the asymmetric unit cell ($Z'$ for one component systems). If this is greater than 1, as it has to be for a cocystal, salt or solvate, then the search space is increased by the

---

**Fig. 4** Conformations are very important as the range of conformers that may occur for in the gas, liquid and all solutions could also appear in the crystal structures and need to be covered in the search. The dimer of olanzapine found in its 59 crystal structures (atomic colouring) overlaid with an alternative low energy conformation (red) that did not generate any plausible crystal structures. Overlay of the conformations of GSK269984B found in the low energy crystal structures within 3.5 kJ mol$^{-1}$ of the global minimum (experimental structure, atomic colours) in $E_{\text{lat}}$, but $\Delta E_{\text{intra}}$ varies by 30 kJ mol$^{-1}$ because of the difference between the two inter- and the intramolecular hydrogen bonding configurations.
number of variables (usually 6 for 2 independent molecules) needed to define the relative position of the independent molecules within the unit cell. For one-component organic crystals, it is common to restrict the search to \( Z' = 1 \), so the space group symmetry generates the other molecules within the unit cell and reduces the number of search variables to those required by the space group. So for example, for a rigid molecule (no conformational variables) in the most common space-group for organic molecules, \( P2_1/c \), which has 4 molecules in the monoclinic unit cell, the only search variables are the 3 cell lengths, one cell angle \( \beta \) and six parameters defining the orientation and position of the molecule relative to the cell axes. However, the restriction to \( Z' = 1 \) would miss many polymorphs, with the importance of \( Z' > 1 \) structures becoming more appreciated as crystallographers solve more such structures.\(^{25} \) Whilst some \( Z' > 1 \) polymorphs are closely related to simpler \( Z' = 1 \) structures and can be viewed as trapped “crystals on the way” or incomplete crystallisations, or may be lower temperature polymorphs, there are structures that are intrinsically \( Z' > 1 \), for example the most stable polymorph of 7-fluoroisatin\(^{26} \) (Fig. 5). The incidence of high \( Z' \), let alone intrinsically disordered, modulated and incommensurate structures, \( \text{etc.} \),\(^{25} \) means that a complete search that would find all observed crystal structures for any organic molecule is a practical impossibility. However, for many purposes a \( Z' = 1 \) search will answer many questions about the possible crystal packings of a molecule, and most, if not all, of a \( Z' = 2 \) search will just produce closely related and duplicate structures to those found in \( Z' = 1 \). However, it is well worth thinking through whether there is a tendency to \( Z' > 1 \) structures within the family of compounds, or the possibility of a particular hydrogen-bonding motif with \( Z' > 1 \).

The cost \textit{versus} benefits of the completeness of the search, which depends on the aim of the study, also applies to the choice of the 230 space groups to be covered. Most organic molecules crystallise in a fairly small range of monoclinic, triclinic and orthorhombic space groups, and it would not be worth the computational expense of including tetragonal, hexagonal or cubic space groups unless there was some experimental evidence, high molecular symmetry or a tendency of your type of molecule to suggest it would be worthwhile. Only a small number of space groups can be adopted by a chiral molecule, and a search in just 5 of these is likely to be adequate. For non-chiral molecules and racemic compounds, you would also need to consider the space groups that contain inversion operators or mirror planes, but with an additional 15 space groups you would cover the most populated.\(^{27} \)

The vastness of the search space and the computational cost of accurate methods of evaluating the lattice energy require that all searches are hierarchical, in that some approximate estimate is made of the relative energies in the search, duplicates are removed and then only the more promising are reassessed with more accurate energy evaluations. Since lattice energy minimisation techniques generally only go to the nearest local minimum, there are trade-offs between the completeness of the search method, the accuracy of lattice energy being minimised, and the rate at which structures are discarded. These, like the human and computing resources required, can be very molecule as well as CSP method and computer system dependent; anyone embarking on CSP studies should consult the published papers and documentation of the program suite chosen after reviewing the current alternatives.\(^{1,12} \) Physical insight into the basis of the calculation can prevent disappointment. For example, the “Prom” search approach\(^{27} \) is based on sequentially building up clusters by adding crystallographic symmetry elements and continuing or discarding structures according to a simple force-field evaluation. In contrast the MOLPAK\(^{28} \) search is based on seeking densely packed structures in common coordination types using a pseudo-hard sphere model. (MOLPAK was designed for energetic materials where density is a key property.) Both programs will very quickly generate a few thousand plausible crystals structures for a rigid molecule, with the Prom procedure more liable to miss structures which do not contain a strongly cohesive centrosymmetric (hydrogen bonded) dimer, and MOLPAK more likely to miss structures which do. Orders of magnitude more plausible crystal structures would be generated by more extensive search methods, such as GRACE,\(^{22} \) or CrystalPredictor,\(^{23} \) where there are parameters for monitoring the rate of appearance of new structures to converge the search, as evaluated by fairly accurate, molecule specific force-field models. These programs can also handle very flexible molecules, and multi-component systems, where the search may be terminated for practical reasons at over a million plausible structures.

The issue of removing duplicate structures is not straightforward, mirroring the difficulty in defining the distinction between polymorphs and experimental sample and temperature dependent structural variations.\(^{9} \) Simulated powder X-ray diffraction patterns are often used, but there are cases where crystal structures that differ when you look at the elements can
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have very similar powder patterns. Overlaying the molecular coordination sphere, usually a 15 molecule cluster, could exclude polymorphs with longer range packing differences.

Finally, testing that a computer generated crystal structure has no imaginary frequency vibrational modes of the crystal and that it is mechanically stable, can reveal that optimising the crystal structure within a given space group has produced a transition state between lower symmetry structures with more independent molecules in the asymmetric unit. If the energy lowering from removing the symmetry constraint is small, then the molecular motion in the crystal may mean that it is observed in the higher symmetry structure.

Any CSP program that will only automatically and completely search through the vast swathes of possible ordered crystal structures would waste considerable computer and human time. A little knowledge of crystallography of the appropriate family of molecules, and thoughtful choices appropriate to the aim of the study can usually define a practically useful search that can be complemented by other calculations. These should be on the known structures, including those derived by computational desolvation (removing solvate molecules and optimising), or computational substitution (swapping the molecule in crystal structures of related molecules) and could include mini-searches (e.g. just in P21/c) using plausible small clusters of molecules or unusual conformations as the search input.

### 2.4 Model for the lattice energy

The final, and arguably most critical choice, that has to be made is the method of evaluating the crystal energy in the final stage of the search in order to decide which crystal structures are thermodynamically plausible as polymorphs. This choice depends on the molecule: the search is essentially finding the compromises between the close-packing favoured by the van der Waals forces, and the repulsion from the overlap of the molecular charge density, and the functional group dependent forces such as hydrogen-bonding, π ⋅ π stacking, halogen bonding etc., as allowed by the molecular flexibility. The intermolecular lattice energy has to be quantified using the theory of intermolecular forces\(^{29}\) to give an approximate analytical model for all the contributions, which are then summed up over the crystal lattice to provide \(U_{\text{inter}}\). Crudely, the electrostatic term determines the favourable relative orientations of the molecules, the repulsion is critical in determining the close contact distances and the dispersion gives the universal attractive contribution which favours denser structures. The molecular distortions which may occur to improve the packing density, hydrogen bonding distances etc., are quantified by \(\Delta E_{\text{intra}}\). The quality of the results will depend on correctly balancing the terms, which are important for the specific molecule. Alternatively, it is increasingly possible not to subdivide the contributions, and use a quantum mechanical method to refine the crystal structure to find the nearest minimum in the lattice energy. A breakthrough in success in the blind tests came in 2007 with the use of periodic \(ab\) \textit{initio} methods with an empirical dispersion correction that had been specifically developed for organic crystal modelling.\(^{30}\) Alternative dispersion-corrected density functional periodic calculations schemes that are available to academics (with supercomputer powers) are looking promising.\(^{31,32}\) However, as shown in the 2010 blind test,\(^{15}\) there is currently no method of evaluating the lattice energy of organic molecules, typical of pharmaceuticals, their salts and hydrates, that can be assumed to be accurate enough to rank the structures when the energy differences can be fractions of a \(\text{kJ mol}^{-1}\). Indeed, the evaluation of lattice energies of small organic molecules is a very active research area for computational chemistry as the problems in modelling dispersion and polarisation and all other contributions to \(U_{\text{inter}}\) with equal accuracy that is well balanced with the intramolecular forces makes modelling even the lattice energy accurately very demanding.\(^{22,33}\)

Hence the computational method should be chosen after being tested for being able to reproduce the crystal structures and give plausible relative lattice energies for the known polymorphs of the molecule, or related molecules. The lattice energy minimum closest to these experimental structures is the closest approximation to these structures that could be found in the CSP study. If the lattice parameters have changed by more than the few % which could be attributed to thermal expansion, or the molecules rotated or translated significantly from their experimental positions, or the molecule changed its conformation (these changes are usually very correlated) then a CSP study with this model for the lattice energy is a waste of time.

When the CSP search has been concluded, if there is a large energy gap between structures as for isocaffeine (Fig. 1), then the ranking will not be sensitive to your approximations in calculating the energy, and a confident prediction can be made. We can estimate whether the theoretical underpinnings of a given type of crystal energy evaluation is suitable for a given molecule, in terms of its size, functional groups, likely conformational flexibility and intermolecular interactions, so that a CSP study is worthwhile. However, it is the molecule itself that determines whether it has one good way of packing with itself, or a range of equally bad compromises giving such small energy differences that the ranking of structures may not be possible with the best affordable methods. If the known structures are not at or near the global minimum, then this could be an artefact of the chosen method of energy evaluation. This needs to be tested by recalculating the relative lattice energies of the low energy structures with a range of alternative programs, based on different assumptions (e.g. ref. 34, but more methods such as Pixel\(^{37}\) are now being used) before too much time is invested in the experimental search for the elusive more stable “predicted” polymorphs.

The blind tests of crystal structure prediction have shown the limitations of the easy to use, PC based modelling methods that rely on traditional force-fields.\(^{15,35}\) This can be attributed to the limitations of the functional form, particularly in using atomic charges, and in using the same charges to model both inter- and intramolecular interactions. This does not mean that CSP studies using such force-fields will not give useful results for some molecules (where the parameterisation of the force-field
is particularly good) and for some purposes. This could include the generation of ideas about possible structures for helping interpret experimental data, or for testing methods that incorporate non-thermodynamic aspects of crystallisation, such as informatics approaches using the CSD.

A successful intermediate between conventional force-fields and periodic electronic structure calculations is based on the separation of inter- and intramolecular energies and using distributed multipoles rather than point charges to evaluate the intermolecular lattice energy. The specific representation of the electrostatic effects of the non-spherical features such as lone pairs and \( \pi \) orbitals density makes a considerable difference to the ability to represent the directionality of hydrogen bonding and \( \pi \cdots \pi \) stacking. Using distributed multipoles rather than an atomic charge representation of the same molecules.

The empirical fitting of repulsion–dispersion forces, with anisotropic atom–atom repulsion potentials, are less empirical models based on the theory of intermolecular groups of crystal structures and sublimation energies. Other, different types of atoms have been derived by empirical fits to \( N \), which are separated by a distance \( R_{ik} \). The parameters for different types of atoms have been derived by empirical fits to groups of crystal structures and sublimation energies. Other, less empirical models based on the theory of intermolecular forces, with anisotropic atom–atom repulsion potentials, are being used successfully for CSP and property studies for rigid molecules.

The empirical fitting of repulsion–dispersion potentials means that errors, including the neglect of the induction energy and other contributions, which are not explicitly modelled, are partially absorbed into parameters. This may not be adequate, particularly for representing the relative energies of different types of hydrogen bonding. The induction energy can be explicitly evaluated from the atomic dipole polarisabilities and permanent atomic multipoles, but the change in charge distribution of a molecule induced by the electrostatic fields from the surrounding (symmetry related) molecules requires iterating to self-consistency. A less accurate, but often effective method of representing the intermolecular polarisation within the crystal, and its effect on the relative conformational energies, \( \Delta E_{\text{intra}} \) is to perform the molecular wavefunction calculation in a polarisable continuum, where a value of \( \varepsilon = 3 \) appears appropriate for neutral molecules. These are just some of an emerging range of methods that can give more accurate energy evaluations, but are currently too expensive for use in optimising many crystal structures, which can be used in a final energy evaluation.

For flexible molecules, the conformational energy penalty \( \Delta E_{\text{intra}} \) contributes directly to \( E_{\text{lan}} \), and the redistribution of charge within the molecule as it changes conformation, represented by the distributed multipoles, affects \( U_{\text{inter}} \). Both can be very dependent on the quality of the electronic structure method used (see Section 2.2), which can usually be of a higher quality for a molecule than is affordable for electronic structure calculations on crystals. Hence, the refinement of the molecular conformation within the crystal structure relies on multiple evaluations of the molecular wavefunction, which is made feasible by the database structure in CrystalOptimizer. However this approach, unlike periodic electronic structure methods, does require explicit selection of which molecular torsion and bond angles are likely to differ significantly between crystal structures and in the isolated molecule (as approximated by quantum mechanics).

Once all these choices have been made, the CSP study can be performed. There are many compromises in terms of human and computing time, availability of software etc. that have to be matched to the aim of the study. The size of the group of structures that will need further examination will always depend on the molecule (the information you are seeking) but also the extent of your search and the uncertainty in your relative energies (which qualifies your discussion of the results).

### 2.5 Choice of methods for describing the crystal structures

The most important output is the crystal structures that are thermodynamically plausible. Indeed, the point of doing the CSP study (apart from competing in blind tests!) is to see what types of packing of the molecule are competitive in energy with those that are experimentally known. In some cases, it can be that all the low energy structures contain the same expected strong interactions, such as a doubly hydrogen bonded dimer, and you are generating the different ways of packing this dimer.

It can be that CSP has shown an unexpected hydrogen bonding motif, such as the catemer structures being competitive with the expected amide dimers, as found for carbamazepine. Pondering over the alternative crystal structures generated is the most rewarding, and often human time-consuming part of the study, requiring the art of describing and comparing crystal structures, as traditionally performed by crystallographers in discussing polymorphism. However, as CSP may generate hundreds of crystal structures, which need to be compared with each other and the experimental structures, some degree of automation is required. Diverse methods of comparing dozens of crystal structures are being developed and used to find features, such as dimers, stacks or layers and other supra-molecular constructs, or hydrogen bonding motifs, that are in common or differ between the low energy structures.

Thus, performing CSP studies requires a complex interplay of different programs, the choice of which is likely to depend on the type of molecule being studied, as well as many other factors. They can be packaged to automate the workflow for different computer architectures though, as Section 4 shows, the human interpretation of the results in terms of structural differences and similarities still has to evolve.
3. Illustration of a CSP study: naproxen

The range of decisions that need to be made can be illustrated\(^ {12}\) by the CSP study of the non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug naproxen (Fig. 6) which is marketed in a chirally pure form whose crystal structure was known. The joint experimental theoretical study wished to establish the structure of racemic naproxen and how well the energy differences between the two forms could be estimated, as this energy difference is central to designing crystallisation processes for separating enantiomers. A MOLPAK\(^ {28}\) search with \(Z' = 1\) in 19 space groups covering 39 common packing types, using each of the 8 low energy conformational minima, confirmed that a racemic structure should be more stable than the homochiral form. No experimental evidence was found for other phases, but considerable efforts to grow a single crystal of the racemic compound were fruitless, so the structure had to be solved from powder X-ray diffraction. Indexing the powder pattern suggested a common layer in the four most stable structures, and both racemic and enantiopure structures were the most stable within the appropriate set of space groups, the lattice energy difference between the two structures varied from 6 to 9 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), depending on the (respectable) molecular wavefunction and plausible dielectric constants used in a polarisable continuum model for \(\Delta E_{\text{intra}}\) and the distributed multipoles.\(^ {43}\) The enthalpy difference between the structures derived from the heat of melting at 155.8 \(\pm\) 0.3 °C and 156.2 \(\pm\) 0.1 °C respectively was 1.5 \(\pm\) 0.3 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), and from solubility difference measurements in an ethanol–water mixture between 10 and 40 °C of 2.4 \(\pm\) 1.0 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). These results formed the basis of discussion of the many approximations used in the comparison of the energies of the chiral and racemic crystals.\(^ {42}\) There is still some way to go before even the lattice energy contribution can be calculated with the accuracy required for the design of chiral resolution processes.

4. Interpreting the lattice energy landscape for thermodynamic control of crystallisation

If the result of a CSP study is that the most stable structure on the lattice energy landscape is significantly more stable than
any other, as in the example of isocaffeine (Fig. 1), then there is a clear prediction this will be the only crystal structure containing just the molecule (i.e. monomorphism). When, as is usually the case, there are more structures within the energy range of plausible polymorphism, the question arises as to which could be possible polymorphs. Our current understanding of the kinetic factors, which lead to two or more polymorphs being able to coexist under the same thermodynamic conditions is very limited. There are examples of concomitant polymorphism,3 where two or more polymorphs crystallise in the same experiment.4 Indeed, the challenge of finding conditions to grow phase pure samples of the different polymorphs can frustrate the reliable measurement of the properties of the different crystal forms that are needed to design crystallisation processes or estimate relative stability, such as solubilities and heats of fusion. Hence, we are at the stage of contrasting experimental searches of polymorphs against the calculated crystal energy landscapes, trying to develop our ability to interpret the crystal energy landscape to predict undiscovered polymorphs. A recent review reflecting the authors experience of almost two hundred CSP studies, most of which had been done in collaboration with experimentalists working on the system, entitled “Why don’t we find more polymorphs?”13 illustrates some possible answers to this question. Here, it is more appropriate to look first at how far we can push the thermodynamic argument, from calculated lattice energy landscapes to crystal structure prediction, and then look at the kinetic (as well as other scientific and sociological) considerations (Section 5), in which nucleation plays an important role.

The definition of a crystal energy landscape as the set of crystal structures whose energies are sufficiently close to the most stable to be thermodynamically plausible as polymorphs, requires a decision as to what is “sufficiently close”. Polymorphic energy differences are typically less than a few kcal mol\(^{-1}\), though it is the barrier to rearranging to the more stable form, rather than absolute energy difference, which is important. For example, desolvating a solvate crystal structure can lead to a high-energy form, which may be kinetically stabilised. Hence, allowing for some error in the relative lattice energy, structures within a cut-off of 7–10 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) of the global minimum for a neutral molecule, or the point at which there is a marked increase in the number of structures which are approximately equi-energetic, are typically taken as the upper boundary of the crystal energy landscape. Whilst there is generally an increase in the number of crystal structures with decreasing stability (and also decreasing density), this can vary significantly, for example the lattice energy landscape of caffeine (Fig. 1), where there are a group of structures at the global minimum. Would it be worth refining the relative lattice energies of these structures, for example by periodic electronic structure (DFT-D) calculations on each, or does the thermodynamic argument require other approaches?

### 4.1 Calculate free energies instead of lattice energies

The molecular motions within the crystal means that many lattice energy minima will not be free energy minima. The static, perfectly ordered infinite crystal structures produced in a CSP search can be a misleading picture35 though producing realistic computer models of finite organic crystals at normal temperatures with representative defects, and their ability to undergo reconstructive phase transitions, is a challenge for the future. Molecular Dynamics studies of benzene and 5-fluourouracil crystals show the contrast in the proportion of lattice energy minima that can transform to a more stable one: the number of free energy minima for benzene is close to the number of observed polymorphs, whereas only a quarter of the sixty structures comparable in energy to the two known polymorphs of 5-fluourouracil were not free energy minima at 310 K.43 This is consistent with the two 5-fluourouracil polymorphs not showing any transformation below the melting point, as is often observed when a pair of polymorphs have different hydrogen bonding motifs, whereas benzene undergoes facile solid state transformations and rotates in its plane even at low temperatures.35 Hence, the number of lattice energy minima that are artefacts of the neglect of the molecular motions within the crystal structure is very dependent on the ease of solid state transformations between the (hypothetical) crystal structures. This is determined by the structural differences.

Many organic solid-state polymorphic phase transformations are difficult, as once the molecule is close packed within a crystal, there is a significant barrier to rearrangement. It has been argued that all organic molecular transitions are first order, with the phase change requiring a nucleation and growth mechanism, rather than a mechanism that goes from single crystal to single crystal, maintaining translational symmetry throughout. The type of polymorphism that can be most readily observed by crystal to crystal transformation on changing the temperature can come from the high temperature, higher symmetry phase being a dynamic average over lower symmetry lattice energy minima. Examples are plastic or dynamically disordered phases. Since the high temperature phase of caffeine (form I) is a dynamically disordered layer structure, it seems likely that a Molecular Dynamics simulation starting from any of the group of low energy caffeine structures would result in form I caffeine.

### 4.2 Is static disorder plausible?

Another possible contribution to thermodynamic relative stability is configurational entropy arising from disorder. Static disorder is likely when the crystal energy landscape contains two or more structures that are so closely related both in structure and energy that it is hard to imagine molecules being able to assemble into perfect ordered crystals of either structure. This static disorder has been demonstrated in the case of eniluracil (Fig. 7) where there are a plurality of low energy structures, which are effectively the same if you do not distinguish between the C=O and C6–H groups. These two groups are not involved in forming the hydrogen-bonded ribbons and barely affect the interdigation of the ethynyl groups. These crystal structures are sufficiently close in energy that configurational entropy stabilises a disordered structure.40 This type of calculation for evaluating the configurational entropy from the lattice energies of an ensemble of ordered supercells, generated by a site-occupancy disorder model, can also account...
for the low temperature structure of caffeine\textsuperscript{13} which has 20 molecules in the unit cell and $Z' = 2.5$. The group of low energy structures on the caffeine lattice energy landscape (Fig. 1) represents just some of the ordered structures that contribute to the static disorder in form II caffeine. The small energy gaps on the crystal energy landscape and the intrinsic static and dynamic disorder in caffeine polymorphs correlates with the pseudo symmetry in the intermolecular interactions of caffeine. The difference in the intermolecular interactions explains the differences in the crystal energy landscapes and crystallisation behaviour of caffeine and its isomer isocaffeine (Fig. 1).

4.3 Is the structure metastable to other molecular compositions and phases?

As Section 2.1 indicates, even the lowest energy structure may not be found because it is not stable relative to other chemical compositions. Solvates or cocrystals may be unstable relative to their components or another stoichiometry. The lattice energy differences are generally small, just as the experimental thermodynamic driving force for cocrystal formation is often small and affected by contributions such as the difference in solvation energy if the other molecule is present. The equilibria between various hydrates and the anhydrate are dependent on temperature and relative humidity. So although there have been successful predictions of the stoichiometry of cocrystals, solvates and hydrates, for example ref. 46 and 47 and references to and therein, the interpretation in terms of the low energy structures can be more convincing than the energy differences. For example, the $1:2$ stoichiometry of urea:acetic acid structures is the only one in which all the hydrogen bonding can be satisfied\textsuperscript{46} and 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid forms no hydrates because it is more stable and denser in the anhydrous phase than its isomer, 2,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid, for which a stable hemihydrate and metastable monohydrate were found in an equivalent experimental screen.\textsuperscript{47}

A more subtle issue for thermodynamic prediction is the role of solvent, which can be undetected by routine crystallography if it is mobile within the crystal structure. Investigations prompted by the relatively high lattice energy of carbamazepine form II\textsuperscript{48} found solvent molecules moving quite freely in the channels. The issue of guest molecules changing the thermodynamics as well as the kinetics of crystallisation is beginning to be explored; polymorphs found by desolvating solvates may be highly metastable; the framework structures of organic inclusion compounds can be found as high energy, low density structures on the crystal energy landscape; and indeed CSP has been able to predict the structures of porous organic molecules without explicitly considering the solvent.\textsuperscript{43,49} Indeed, analysis of the structures on densely populated crystal energy landscapes are beginning to be used to discuss gel formation, amorphous states and other issues relating to the prevention or apparent inability of molecules to crystallise.\textsuperscript{43}

Thus, calculating accurate relative free energies of all different possible solid phases of a molecule is a challenge that extends far beyond the capabilities of CSP approaches. However, because thermodynamics is rarely the only factor that determines the observed solid forms of organic molecules, a CSP study provides a guide to the potential complexity of the solid state by generating the favoured modes of self-assembly of a molecule. As such CSP studies can form a complement to solid form screening, where considerable effort needs to be expended to try to crystallise without inadvertent seeds of the known forms and to vary the crystallisation conditions to try to either ensure or avoid thermodynamic control of the crystallisation process.\textsuperscript{7,8,14,19}

5. Interpreting the crystal energy landscape – which metastable structures could be practically important polymorphs?

Whilst there is a strong relationship between the experimental structural landscape\textsuperscript{8} and the computed crystal energy landscape of a molecule,\textsuperscript{12} there are usually more thermodynamically feasible crystal structures computed than known polymorphs. This raises the question of which of these structures could be found as polymorphs, given the right crystallisation conditions. There are many factors that determine the relative nucleation and growth rates of polymorphs, and defining the recipe to crystallise a given polymorph reproducibly is sometimes challenging.\textsuperscript{50} Currently, we can perform a CSP study, and from the lattice energy landscape and knowledge of the differences between the structures, estimate which structures seem likely to be free energy minima because of the barrier to solid state transformation. If there are unknown structures that appear to be thermodynamically plausible as metastable polymorphs, this raises some questions.

5.1 Could the structure nucleate and grow as a distinct polymorph?

Unless solid-state transformations are facile, the crystal packing becomes fixed at the temperature and pressure at which it is formed. It is the reorientation and conformational changes of
the molecules as they associate during the time allowed for crystallisation from the melt, vapour or solution that determines whether a molecule crystallises in the stable or metastable form.

Qualitative estimates of whether two structures are so closely related that only the more stable would crystallise, or sufficiently different that there would be a barrier to interconversion during nucleation, can be based on dominant strong interactions such as hydrogen bonding. However, after the 2001 blind test, the consensus was that two molecules were likely to have polymorphs with different hydrogen bonding motifs. Two new polymorphs of 6-amino-2-phenylsulfonylimino-1,2-dihydro-pyridine were found, but screening of 3-azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonane-2,4-dione found a high-temperature plastic phase. Further calculations then showed that this spherical molecule could reorientate very readily as the imide hydrogen bonding was very weak. Hence, hydrogen bonds, as defined by software that uses distance criteria, is not a reliable guide to the barriers to changing hydrogen bonding motif during nucleation.

The ability to trap molecules in metastable polymorphs because they cannot rearrange readily can also be associated with larger functional groups and conformational flexibility. The concept of a polymorphophore (Fig. 8) as a molecular fragment that appears to promote polymorphism is exemplified by the fenamates and ROY (this nickname for 5-methyl-2-([2-nitrophenyl]amino)-3-thiophenecarbonitrile comes from the distinctive red-orange-yellow colours of its polymorphs which differ in the torsion angle). Both systems have an aromatic ring which has a very low barrier to rotation through a wide range of angles in the isolated molecule. Once the aromatic rings interdigitate in forming the nucleus or crystal, the conformational flexibility is drastically reduced, helping different packings with different torsion angles to be trapped as polymorphs. The crystal energy landscapes of both fenamic acid and ROY show that their known polymorphs are competitive in energy with other structures which may yet prove to correspond to other polymorphs, such as the structurally uncharacterised forms of ROY. In contrast, both a bromo-derivative of ROY and fenamic acid appear to be monomorphic. For fenamic acid the low energy structure generated in a Z’ = 1 CSP study was so closely related to the observed Z’ = 2 structure, and the next most stable structure, 2 kJ mol⁻¹ higher in energy, that it seems most unlikely that the computer generated structure could be trapped as a distinct polymorph. Thus, the relationship between the low energy structures on the crystal energy landscape shows whether there are low energy structures that are more readily kinetically trapped for polymorphophores.

5.2 Can we find the right experiment to nucleate this polymorph?

Interest in CSP has been aroused by the discovery of polymorphs corresponding to calculated low energy structures, for example, form II aspirin in a failed cocrystallisation experiment, form II 5-fluorouracil by crystallising from dry nitromethane and form II maleic acid in an attempt to recrystallise a caffeine–maleic acid cocrystal produced by grinding. These crystallisation conditions are unusual, in that either the presence or absence of another molecule appears to be important in producing the first crystal of the new form. The role of other molecules in the serendipitous finding of new polymorphs of substances that have been heavily studied, (which can be calamitous if it leads to disappearing polymorphs), emphasises the impossibility of experimentally covering all types of crystallisation conditions that have led to the discovery of a new polymorph of any molecule. Hence, the computer prediction that an unknown crystal structure appears to be thermodynamically plausible automatically raises the question as to whether an experiment can be designed to find the polymorph.

This has been demonstrated in the case of carbamazepine, a generic anti-epileptic that has been extensively used in polymorphism studies. The crystal energy landscape showed that some packings of catemeric hydrogen bonded amide chains were thermodynamically competitive with structures containing the doubly hydrogen bonded dimer, including the four known polymorphs. A closely related molecule, dihydrocarbamazepine, had a polymorph which was isostructural with a CSP.

---

**Fig. 8** The type of conformational flexibility that can lead to kinetic trapping of structures, producing polymorphophores, (left) a fenamate, tolfenamic acid, showing the building block whose phenyl “paddle-wheels” vary in conformation in the five polymorphs and (right) an overlay of the conformations in the 7 structurally characterised polymorphs of ROY, with the most stable (Y) in atomic colours.

**Fig. 9** The first catemeric polymorph of carbamazepine (form V) was produced by sublimation onto the isostructural dihydrocarbamazepine form II crystal. This showed the ability of a seed template of dihydrocarbamazepine catemers (right) to disrupt the formation of the dimer motif (left) seen in carbamazepine forms I–IV.
generated catemeric form. Subliming carbamazepine in the presence of a seed crystal of dihydrocarbamazepine form II allowed the nucleation and growth of catemeric carbamazepine form V on the heteromolecular template (Fig. 9).40

Less specific properties of the low energy crystals may be useful in designing crystallisation strategies. Examination of the hydrogen bonding can suggest that experiments in specific solvents may be worthwhile,51 whereas denser structures could be targeted by crystallisation under pressure. However, the range of polymorphs is clearly limited by the ability to vary the crystallisation conditions sufficiently to change the mode of self-assembly. The difficulty with assessing this is illustrated by the role of impurities in crystallisation: whilst impurities can have a major effect on polymorph screening and characterisation, including inhibiting crystallisation,7 there are also cases such as form I sulphathiazole and form II progesterone, where specific, chemically related impurities appear needed to produce a long-lived metastable form.43 Recently a designed hetero-nuclear seed has been found so effective at producing the predicted but previously unobtainable caffeine:benzoic acid cocystal that four different laboratories collaborated to establish its role.52

5.3 Eliminating the possibility of nucleating other polymorphs

The physical properties of many molecules, particularly thermal instability or limited solubility in all solvents, will severely limit the range of crystallisation experiments that are feasible. It can be very difficult to ensure that the crystallisation experiment is not seeded with nuclei of the known forms, particularly if the input material is not (and perhaps cannot be) amorphous. Since the main value of CSP is to assess the risk of “unexpected” crystallisation outcomes, the challenge is to be sure that a calculated low energy crystal structure could never be found, or at least not within the process conditions for an industrial product.

You can be confident that crystallising a naturally enantiopure molecule can only lead to polymorphs in chiral space groups, unless there is the possibility of racemisation during the crystallisation. Some conformational changes are unlikely; in the last blind test15 some groups included both cis and trans amide conformations of the model pharmaceutical XX (Fig. 2) in their search, but this stereochemistry is likely to be defined during synthesis and not change during crystallisation. However, when the barriers to gross conformational changes are smaller, the range of conformations and the types of solute association in solution may vary with the solvent molecule. For example, the observation that olanzapine is in a dimer (Fig. 4) in all its crystalline forms, despite the crystal energy landscape having thermodynamically competitive structures which do not contain the dimer but otherwise resemble known polymorphs,24 suggests that the dimer forms early in the crystallisation process. Does the unusually rapid crystallisation of the only anhydrate polymorph found in extensive screening of GSK269984B19 mean that seeding by nuclei of this form cannot be avoided? In this case, although it seems unlikely that none of the solutions contained some of the conformers seen in the low energy calculated metastable forms (Fig. 4), the anhydrate and solvates all had essentially the same conformation as the isolated molecule apart from the hydrogen bonding proton.

5.4 Could the polymorph exist but not have been detected or structurally characterised?

Establishing whether thermodynamically plausible polymorphs could be found is limited by the degree of screening and characterisation that is practically possible. Unless the powder X-ray diffraction of the bulk sample is compared with that simulated from solved single crystal structures, there may be undetected polymorphs amongst the remaining crystals. The ability to determine crystal structures from powder X-ray diffraction is increasing, with crystal energy landscapes being used to suggest plausible structures, add confidence, and solve ambiguities in proton positions. Indeed CSP is beginning to be used to help solve the crystal structures from high-resolution solid state 1H NMR or from electron diffraction patterns. The application of transmission electron microscopy to find crystallites with distinct morphologies and use CSP to help determine the crystal structure of theophylline form VI is particularly noteworthy, as the new polymorph occurred in a mixture with form II at a concentration below the limits of detection of analytical methods routinely used for pharmaceutical characterisation.53

6. Conclusion

The increasing computer power in the last two decades has made reasonable CSP searches possible for an increasing range of molecular systems, and there have been many successful predictions of organic crystal structures. However, it also becomes apparent that many molecules do not have one crystal structure that is sufficiently more stable than any others for polymorphism to be unlikely. During the same period, the emergence of increasingly sophisticated experimental methods of finding and characterising solid forms has shown that the incidence of polymorphism is much higher than had been expected from the days when crystallographers concentrated on molecular structure and the first adequate crystal that could be grown. Hence, CSP methods are now being used as part of the interdisciplinary range of studies to establish the range of solid forms of a molecule. This is required to ensure that the solid form with the best compromise of physical properties can be manufactured reliably. Calculating the crystal energy landscape should estimate the maximal diversity in the range of polymorphs and hence solid-state properties.

Although crystal energy landscapes have been contrasted with careful experimental work for a few hundred molecular systems, the range of different crystalline behaviours observed, even within families of closely related molecules (as exemplified by caffeine and isocaffeine in Fig. 1), means that the interpretation of the landscapes with small energy gaps between different structures is necessarily tentative. Considerably more experience...
is needed before we can eliminate thermodynamically plausible structures as unlikely to be observed because they cannot crystallise distinct from slightly more stable related structures, or design an experiment to find the novel polymorph. Observing the complex interplay between nucleation and growth of different polymorphs is challenging, even in the most advantageous cases,\(^4\) let alone when impurities or heterogeneous surfaces play a role in the first nucleation of a new polymorph. A careful CSP study can either reduce or expand the amount of experimental work needed to determine the full complexity of the solid form landscape of a molecule by either confirming that all practically important polymorphs are known, or suggesting that additional structures that should be targeted. The complexity of crystallisation behaviour is very specific to the molecule.
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